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From U N Headauarters

A Nation at Sea
THIS
article should properly be ventive talent that their own people
entitled "The Political Conse- possessed. Every invention was atquences of Sputnik" but it is ques- tributed to the possibility of Russian
tionable whether the Soviet top spies having stolen American secrets.
hierarchy realised, when their scien- The Russian, to the American mind,
tists sent an earth satellite suddenly was no great shakes in science. If
spinning through space on October 4, the Russian achieved anything at
what the Impact of it would be in all, that was because an American
the United States. The newspapers traitor had sold American secrets
— w i t h a commendable sense of what to Communist spies.
constitutes news— gave the event a
Though nothing along these lines
treatment reserved for the outbreak can be proved w i t h any degree of
of war and the conclusion of peace. certainty, this seemed to be the
Page-wide headlines announced to a general prevailing sentiment in the
dazed public that the Soviet Man country and nothing was more
had succeeded in adding another damaging to it than this. The
denizen to the over-crowded space. United States exploded its first atoIt was such an achievement that mic bomb on July 16, 1945. A year
could fully merit descriptive phrases later Major General Leslie Groves
like ''beginning of an era". It was who had directed the American
an achievement that any one could atomic bomb project was quoted as
be proud of as signalling Man's con- saying that it would be live to
quest over Nature. Indeed, in scien- twenty years before even the "most
tific circles, the Soviet success was powerful of nations'' could "catch
hailed, albeit w i t h a sense of envy, up" w i t h the United States in atomicas one more and necessary step to- bomb development. Russia exploded
wards the ultimate conquest of her first atomic bomb on September
space. But outside their closed pre- 22, 1949. The United States explodserve, the scene was one long orgy ed its first thermonuclear device in
of breast-beating. In the Press and November 1952. Some U S experts
from the platform sensible Ameri- again thought it would be a long
cans were seen indulging in a kind time before the Soviet Union could
of intemperate hand-wringing that follow suit. The Soviet Union gave
betrayed a feeling of loss too deep the lie to this, also. The Russians
for tears.
exploded their first thermonuclear
The t r u t h of the matter simply device in August 1953, within ten
lay in the fact t h a t the Press and months of the American explosion.
the state had long fed the American Later that year, Secretary of Depublic w i t h the m y t h of continuing fence Charles E Wilson gave it as
American superiority in technology. his considered belief that the
Hatred of a political system had Russians were "three or four years
blinded the American to the inherent behind" the United States in devetalents of other people, notably the loping an H-Bomb which could be
Russians. In the past, the Russians dropped from a plane. But the
had been guilty of claiming to be Russians actually beat the United
the first to discover many things that States at this. The Russians dropthe Western world claimed to itself. ped their first H-bomb in November
The tendency, therefore, had always 1955; the United States which
been to laugh at the Soviet Union. had proudly vaunted its supedropped
its first only
So the Soviet Union was the first to riority
invent the radio, was it? The Soviet in May, 1956.
Union was the first to discover peniThe tragedy of the United States
cillin, was it? Ha, ha, ha, said the has been its chronic Inability
Western scientist and the Western to face up to the reality. The New
politician, and the Western world Y o r k Times brought this up in a
laughed w i t h them. The Russians, poignant summing up of the situathey said in effect, are a very funny tion. It compared and contrasted
people.
the Soviet Union w i t h the United
It never occurred—or if it did States over the period of the last
occur, it was never taken seriously twelve years. "Twelve Years Ago"
—to the American people or to A p e - it said, "the contrast between the
rlcan administrators that the Rps- United States and the Soviet Union
Bians could also have the same I n - could scarcely have been sharper.
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Russia, a major battleground in
World War I I , had lost seven million
people. A thousand or more communities lay in ruins. Twenty-live
million Russians were homeless. The
war had taken a grievous toll of
Soviet industry, but the United
States had not been a battleground.
Her dead were only 397,000 but she
had no ruins and no homeless, Her
industry, having been the arsenal
for the anti-axis powers, was at
pinnacles of capacity and ertlciency".
What happened since then? Soon
after the war the Soviet Union was
producing 23 million metric tons of
steel to 76 million in the United
States. Last year Russian production was 48 million tons or more
than 100 per cent. American production stood at 101 million tons.
The fierceness w i t h which the
Soviet Union must have shot ahead
in trying to "catch up" with the
United States can thus be well
imagined. The familiar Aesop's story
of the rabbit and the tortoise in a
good analogy, but the fact was that
a "peasant" people had raised themselves up with their bootstraps. " I t
must be realised" said M Khrushchev speaking to two British members of Parliament the other day, "In
the West that the Soviet Union is no
longer a peasant country it is dangerous to take this view". When
the Russians claimed that they have
succeeded in launching the first intercontinental ballistic missile, some
sections of the American public was
willing to believe i t - but they were
at the same time frightened to air
their belief too publicly. It was just
not done. It was not still safe to
think of the Russians as a technologically advanced people. The fear
of airing views had filtered down to
many homes and among the nation s
best scientists. There is something
pathetic in the editorial tone of the
Now York Herald Tribune which
said--a fortnight after Sputnik went
into outer space that it w.-i.s time
many doors in the country were
opened. "Too many doors'' said the
Tribune in agonising re-appraisal of
the nation's ethos, "have been
closed in this land. Too many needless walls have been reared between
the free communication of the free
worlds scientists". It added: "May
be . . . the Sputnik is a warning to
us to open other doors, to let the
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sunlight of free Inquiry and mutual
trust into the musty air of secrecy
and suspicion In which we have
been confining ourselves, not to the
detriment of the Russians, but only
to our own scientific progress."
To understand this, perhaps, one
must understand the state affairs in
this country after the conclusion of
World W a r I I . The American soldier came back home from wars,
determined never to fight again.
He had hung up his sword and taken
literally to the plough and there
was prosperity In the air. Came
Stalin's Ideological ambitions and
the rise of MacCarthy and a whole
people, terrorised into fear, went
Into inactivity. Prosperity brought
in its wake the zest for increased
pleasures In life. While the Russians went from the production of
D C 3s to the jets, the Americans
went Into luxury production of the
D C 5s and the D C 7s. While the
Russians concentrated on ballistic
missiles, the best American technical knowledge went into the production of the Edsel- a fancy car.
A cartoon in the Kew Yorker satirised this only the other day. The
scene is an elegant drawing room in
an upper middle class home. A
well-fed husband Is reading the
day's news w i t h some alarm. Put
the smartly dressed wife reading
the F o r d advertisement for the
latest product says: "Darling, isn't
it thrilling? The Russians have an
I C B M but we have an Edsel!" No
technician worth his salt was i n clined to work for the Government,
lest his past be examined for Communist contamination and his future
needlessly
endangered.
Government projects therefore suffered by
default,
The people were fat and contented. The Administration was racked
by internal squabbles. Instead of
the Administration working wholeheartedly for the progress of
science, it was racked w i t h interdepartmental jealousies between the
Army, Navy and the Alrforce, that
to the outsider looked nothing short
of farcical, Cut the defence budget,
roared the Congressmen w i t h one
eye on their constituents. Lower
taxes, said others. We are superior
to the Russians, said some others.
We have the highest standard of
living, came the chorus. At the
Rockefeller plaza, poshest of all posh
places on earth, Mr Mike Todd, to
celebrate the first anniversary off
his multi-million dollar technicolour

watching them from the eyrie of the
extravaganza "Round the World in
United Nations. For w h i t the
Eighty Days" gave a party to 18.000
(sic) people, even as the Soviet Sputnik in effect means is that the
Sputnik was going round the world Russians have indeed made phenoin ninety six minutes—both to the menal headway in the realm of
utter disgust of patriotic Americans, science and technology. Their claims
who could no more tolerate the idea for tiring an I C B M are now free y
recognised. If the Russians can (ire
of Soviet superiority in the field of
an I C B M the Americans now say.
ballistics than show of home-grown
what .safety is there in radar, in
opulence, so reminiscent of Nero
fiddling, in their own backyard. But bomb bases and in the theory of containing Communism by means of a
that was America,
The Sputnik opened many eyes. ring of air bases? In the field of
"The West is softening up and slow- propaganda, the Americans find
themselves outpaced---ns much being down. That is the message of
the Sputnik" wrote Mr Anthony cause of Sputnik, as for their own
domestic troubles evidenced in racial
Nutting, a former British Minister
of State for Foreign Affairs, in a tensions in Little Rock. In the
special article to the Herald Tribune. field of psychological warfare, they
Awd he added: "Yet this message find themselves equally at a dishas not penetrated to the Covern- advantage —because the Russlars
ments of the Western world; and have played their cards in Asia well
because it has not penetrated to and with a great deal of respect for
Governments, the ordinary people Asian sentiments. Thus outpaced
have had no leadership. D r i r t has and desperately wanting time to
taken over where once there was / m a k e up for technological lag, the
taken over where once there was de- Western nations today cling to each
dication, complacency has succeed- other, giving yet more propaganda
ed compulsion . . . . " .
You have ammunition to the Soviet Unicn.
never had it so good, boys, the While the Soviet t i n ion would have
people had been told, but now the boon equally unwilling to make conpeople were hearing different volres. cessions when it was lagging? behind
The columnists have been having a the West in technology, and in fact
field day since the Sputnik's beepy Was. today it points to the West an
hoist into space. The Herald Tribuno accusing finger much to the discomwrote a series of agonising editorials fiture of the United States. The
under the continuing title: "A Call boot is now on the other leg.
to Action". Walter Lippmann wrote
If the Sputnik has succeeded in
on "Bitter Truths". Another cou'u- one thing, it has succeeded in pushmnist, w i t h her tongue-in-the-check
ing the United States in particular
asked: " D i d the Ttuss-nns Invent and the West in general, hack to the
Baseball?" In obvious condemnation wall The West is showing light
of her countrymen. Joseph Ah on, and is on the defensive, sputnik, it
of the two famous Alsop brothers, may be said, not without much
wrote alarmingly on "The Key doubt, has demolished the chances
Question" and "The Rot Revealed". of any agreement on disarmament.
There were other equally interesting It has, in the .same way, demolished
comments, such as, "Lessons of
any chances of any "agreement"
Defeat".
between the major powers on a
Since then there has been much hands-off policy in West Asia,
talk of a "crash" programme. The Sputnik has put the holy fear of
President has been blamed f'or Communism in the hearts of WestAmerican
lassitude.
Charles E ern statesmen. Sputnik has made
them feel that the chances of .surWilson, the former Secretary of
Defence has been attacked in the vival are—now. There is now a
Press for allegedly shelving the great amount of scurrying to safety
and to each other's arms. The
satellite programme. While blame
Is being freely apportioned, observers strained relationship between the
here have been noting the United United States and the United KingStates Administration going into dom is being mended with alacrity.
what is virtually a tail-spin on such The Queen's visit might have been
subjects as Syria and disarmament. planned a long time before Sputnik
arrived on the international scene,
The political consequences of Sputnik
but it is being used to better Angloare most noticeab!e in this latter
American relations. Mr Macmillan
field. The Americans are bauiking
at disarmament, according to the comes to Washington and the Presimost unbiassed of political observers dent wants an easier flow of scien1413
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tific information between Allies. If
the Russians felt that their little
Sputnik would get the quarrelling
Allies together, would they have
been less anxious to speak about it?
There is one school of thought which
claims that the Russians themselves
were not too sure they would succeed
w i t h their .satellite. There is another
which suggests
that what the
Russians do has no relation to Western development at all. Possibly
the second conjecture is right.
In any event, the United States is
waking up. Three years ago, the
United States Council on Foreign
relations launched a major project
to find the answer to what it calied
the American Dilemma, The results
of this study have now been published by the director of the .Studies,
Dr Henry A Kissinger. They make
important reading because they reflect the beliefs of a large number
of thinking Americans from all
parties. According to to Kissinger:
(1) The basic requirement 'in the
United States is an organisational
structure that would put an one to
inter-service rivalry.
(ii) What's been lacking in the
United States is a sense or urgency
over the last few years. (Says Dr
Kissinger; "We have fouled ourselves that the Soviets were disintegrating, that we did not have to
worry, that they could be mastered
easily. This la a desperate struggle
which requires a major effort".)
(iii) The United States is in trouble now. It has been pushed back
gradually, p o r t i o n by posit on. (Says
Dr Kissinger; "The Soviets are on a
technological curve. Each invent on
implies that there are other inventions waiting to bo revealed. It is
hard to stop their progress".)
(iv) On the political plane, the
United States is losing position after
position. Its victories are negative.
(v) The United States should not
run from crisis to crisis. (Says Dr
Kissinger: "More energy is absorbed
In United States Government machinery in analysing what a problem Is than in getting a solution
for it
this means that there is a
lack of clear purpose as to what we
want in the world".)
(vi) It Is important to bend ell
efforts towards overcoming the Soviet technological lead.
(vii) If things continue as they
are the United States expulsion from
Eurasia Is a mathematical certainty.
(Adds Dr Kissinger: "Eight years

ago, it would have seemed fantastic
that the Soviets would become a
major power in the Middle East. We
like to smile now at Baldwin and
Chamberlain
in 1938, but they
thought of themselves as tough realists. The main thing at this
stage is to get across the feeling
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that this is an urgent and important
matter. Clever bureaucratic rationality is not adequate".)
Right now there is a good deal of
thinking in the United States on
these lines. Which Is, perhaps, just
as well.

